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The present paper integrates the thorough elucidation of space and place in Nair’s 
Mistress. The characters in the novel crosses the different geographical boundaries to 
occupy the spaces while changing various places. They shift themselves from natal to 
state, state to national and national to international spaces to reach at their desired place. 
But their spatial dislocation crosses the limit of social, cultural, ethnic, political and 
economic control in the society. Anita Nair designs the cognitive analysis of space and 
place in her narrative that explores the characters spatial journey from their inner world to 
outer sense of humility. Also, she focuses on the inner conflict of the female characters 
those desire to create their own spaces and tries to escape themselves from the confined 
places of male domination.   
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Anita Nair is one of the most renowned postmodern contemporary Indian women 
novelists. She sets almost all her novels in the socio-cultural background of the Kerala as 
a typical regional, local and geographical atmosphere. She very acutely exposes the 
characters spatial journey from their natal space to international space. She provides 
aintensemixture of space in the place of performing art and artistic world. She focuses on 
the issues of man-woman relationships, characters spatial journey to search for their 
identity, space and freedom from the dominating spaces.  

Sapce, Place and geography play a vital role in many interpretive areas of literary 
and cultural sstudies. Scholars like, Edward Soja, Dorean Messesy, David Harvey, Yi Fu 
Tuan, Edward Ralph, Fedric Jameson, explores their views about the importance of space 
and geography in literary studies. Geocriticism helps readers to evaluate the fictional, real 
and imaginary spaces those appears in literary text. Bertrand Westphal, a french 
geographer defined the idea of geocriticism in his notable work entitled “Geocriticism: 
Real and Fictional Spaces”, published in 2007. He asserts that geocriticism is a new 
interdisciplinary method of analysis that explain the concepts like space, place and 
geographical practices in literary criticism keeping real spaces and textual spaces are 
major components of the analysis. He throws light on the major principles of geocriticism 
like referentiality, transgressivity and spatiotemporality.  

There are various kinds of spaces that indicate the human geology in socio-
cultural environment. Nair explores the various spaces that her characters occupy to 
create their own spatial world. They sometime create the imaginary places in their mind 
and behave in the same direction though they live in a real place. Creating real and 
imaginary spaces and places the characters get the clear idea about their place in society. 
Spaces can be physical or non-physical, real or imaginary, concrete or abstract in 
geocritical perspective that shows the human geography. Space is only a place through 
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which any individual can establish their private, personal, emotional, physical, 
psychological, mental spaces frame the spatiality. 

Space is natural but abstract phenomenon that can be easily experience the human 
being whereas place is a concrete series of locality that implies the space. The characters 
are facing problems of sustaining their relationships with each other because they are fail 
to occupy the space of love. Almost, every character from the novel fails to sustain their 
spatial relationships with their near and dear ones. The woman characters troubled a lot in 
making heathy and harmonious relationship with male characters. They suffers a lot in 
maintaining their social, cultural, physical, psychological and familial spaces because 
their spatial world is limited to their home, to their courtyard, to their family friends and 
hence they are bounded in more confined space with limited spatial boundaries. They are 
actively and constantly keep struggling to escape from the gendered discrimination and 
gender oriented spatial boundaries.  

In Mistress, Nair focuses on the spatial world of art and artistic environment that 
affects the human life and their spatial world where almost all the human beings are kept 
busy in searching the purpose of life through art. Her women characters struggle to find 
their existence in their domestic sphere while searching and going through their desired, 
mental, and moral space to examine the emotional, cultural, traditional, historical, 
mythological status in society. They change various places in different time and different 
geographical locations and boundaries to achieve their spaces. 

Radha, the protagonists of the novel, is a charming, beautiful, enthusiastic, and 
devoted wife, having a visionary approach towards spatial world of Kathakali art. 
Kathakali, represents the art and artistic world where anybody can create their own 
spatial world of glamour and happiness because it is consider as an Indian cultural 
heritage in a spiritual space. Radha crosses many boundaries of ups and downs in her life 
to occupy various spaces. She maintains the spatial relations in the formation of storyline 
of the novel while playing the vital roles of a wife, a beloved, a niece and an artists of the 
world of repressed emotions.  

Christopher Stewart, an American travel writer, who comes to small town of 
Shoranur in Kerala to meet Koman, a renowned Kathakali dancer. He crosses the 
different geographical boundaries and reaches in a new land having new culture, 
tradition, social background in an international space. He is aware about the cultural 
change after crossing the boundaries of two different nations. Though he is migrated from 
his homeland to the foreign land of India, he showcases the spatial respects and follow 
the norms of Indian culture. He crosses an international boundaries to maintain his place 
in another geographical location that provides him a space to achieve his goal. His main 
intension behind to meet such a great artist is to chronicle the life and spatial 
achievements of Koman in a book form.     

Saadiya, Angela and Radha, the three major female characters in the novel,who 
belong to different place, time and space. They create many imaginary places to occupy 
the real spaces in patriarchal space but the male domination suppressed them under the 
roof of patriarchy. In their feminine space they tries to occupy space to create their own 
existence in male dominated society. They get affected by the shift in space and 
environment from their birth place to their marital space. In the process of occupying 
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spaces they gone through the various spatial dominations made in the patriarchal space. 
Dr K. Mathuramanirightly observes the patriarchal system like, 

Patriarchy is a social system in males is primary authority figures central to social 
organization and they occupy the roles of political leadership, moral authority and 
entails female subordination. Patriarchy is the term used to describe the society in 
which we live today, characterized by current and historic unequal power relation 
between women and men. (K. Mathuramani 7) 

Nair tries to reveal gendered space and religious space through the spatial journey 
of the character named, Saadiya. She is born in a Muslim family and marries a man who 
is from Hindu religion. She is from Arabipattanam, the geographical place, where woman 
were strictly disallow to go out of the house. The house, the kitchen, the closet, the corner 
are only places allotted to them to live their lifeas a restricted space. In case of Saadiya 
the open space to live freely in her own house is restricted. Even she is not allow to go 
out of her house for education. She leaves in such a place where woman spends their 
lives under the roof of patriarchy. They become a victim of patriarchal domination as 
well as conventional beliefs. The house of Saadiya is no more a loved space for her. She 
struggles to occupy a position in the society but due to tradition and religious obligations 
she remains keep herself in a restricted spaces. Saadiya’s expresses her pathetic condition 
like,  

Though we live so close to it, we don’t get to see it ever. All the men in 
Arabipattanam went to beach every day, like they went to the mosque. It was a 
part of their routine. We were allowed out, perhaps once a year. All other times, 
we knew the sea existed only when the breeze set in at early noon, bringing into 
our homes a whiff of salt, and on hot days a brakish odour, part fish, part decay, 
part mystery. (Nair138) 

Arabipattanam is an imaginary place that is dominated by the Muslim religious 
patriarchal space where people struggle for their own identity and space. They reflect the 
religious values and spatial cultural beliefs of their place and region. There was a kind of 
fixed tradition that all the men dominates women by keeping them on the more 
constrained space and place. Arabipattanam is a place that makes gender difference in 
patriarchal space and male dominance. A vast sea near Arabipattanam is a distant 
geographical location and place for male to enjoy their life but that restricted space for 
woman. Woman were not allow to visit the places near seashore. Usha Jampana rightly 
observes, 

“Arabipattanam itself is presented as a place where people crave for an identity 
that is their own. A clash between genders is clear and all men’s efforts are to 
keep women in their place with no freedom what so ever. A vast sea nearby is a 
distant place for them to think and enjoy; sky, the symbol of infinity is but a small 
blue patch for them.”(Usha Jampana 121) 

Thus, almost all the characters are in a suffering process for getting their self. It is 
a kind of rule that all male want their female in a perfect space. They expect from female 
to obey the culture in their family and if women fail to maintain that notion they create 
misunderstanding which further lead to end in relationships. Indian woman, though she is 
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a new woman or a traditional woman, have to follow the spaces they have allotted and 
live under the rule of patriarchy. 
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